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 if /tray can cause a tray to be dropped. /tray is used for stealth checks, meaning if someone is trying to open a door or a trap,
/tray causes them to immediately reveal themselves. /tray is also used for performing a quick scan of the room for traps or even
for checking for hidden scopes (just like for . /cluck is used to make the sound of a chicken. To make the sound of a duck, you

should use /duck.The /goat command is a simple command used to call another class or kill yourself. It should only be used
sparingly, and if you were carrying a , you should use the /knife command instead.It is necessary to be aware of the cooldowns

of certain items such as . /boomerang, /egg, /kamikaze, /kiwi, /paintball, /rocket, /snowball, /ultra-ball, /umbrella, and
/cranker.You can copy a class if you have another  or if you’re being . Doing this will also cause you to trigger the . If you’re the
one copying, you will trigger the . You can use /sync to stop this. It will also stop the copy in progress.Finally, if you’re using , it

is possible to . You should stop this immediately, as you could be killed in the process.If you see a , your will automatically
knock them down, even if they are not in combat. If you’re the one who is knocked down, you can use /disarm to stop this. It

will also stop the knockdown in progress. Though the gamemode is designed for casual play and sportsmanship, there are many
other cool features that hardcore players can use to gain an edge over their opponents. Since the gamemode is made for fun,
many of these features are unlocked to provide a challenge to players when they encounter these features. See also Register
Now In order to be able to post messages on the The Planted Tank Forum forums, you must first register. Please enter your

desired user name, your email address and other required details in the form below. User Name: Password Please enter a
password for your user account. Note that passwords are case-sensitive. Password: Conf 82157476af
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